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ABSTRACT

More and more researchers want to use games as a way of
engaging the general public in their research; however
game development takes time and requires significant
programming knowledge. The goal of RedWire is to enable
researchers to create games faster without starting from
scratch each time. By encouraging re-mixing and mash-ups,
we hope to provide users with an easy way of sharing
games and creating variations of games.
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INTRODUCTION

Researchers are increasingly using games - as a means of
educating players [8], collecting research data [1], and
encouraging behaviour change [3]. Game development can
take an extensive amount of time, even for experienced
game studios. In this paper we present RedWire, a new
game engine for the design and creation of games. The goal
of RedWire is to enable people to create games faster
without starting from scratch each time. By encouraging remixing and mash-ups, users are provided with an easy way
of creating variations of the same game. Additionally, all
games will be open source and available to play and re-mix
on RedWire.
RELATED WORK

The inspiration for RedWire comes from the intersection of
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a number of fields: remixing, browser-based game engines,
visual programming, and functional programming.
Remixing is the act of adding to and modifying material
from someone else in order to create something new. We
draw heavily from insights of Rich Hickey, who is best
known as the inventor of the Clojure programming
language [4]. His analysis of the conditions that make
certain programs easier to compose than others
demonstrates the advantages of “untying”, or decoupling,
program elements from each other. The more decoupled the
elements are, the “simpler” the resulting program is, and
easier it will to take the program apart and recompose it [5].
Using this metric, Rich Hickey evaluates the simplicity of a
number of common programming practices. Two practices
that fare particularly poorly from this point of view are
mutable state and object-oriented programming, which are
almost universally present within game engines. Mutable
state is complex because code that reads and or writes it
cannot depend on it keeping its value between executions
(or even during, in the case of multithreaded programs).
Object-orientation, is also complex, because objects contain
mutable state, and reference each other directly.
Existing visual programming environments that explore the
easy access design space include Scratch [7] and Alice [2] –
both allow users to create games and share their projects
with others. However we argue that these environments are
limited because they are object-oriented with mutable state.
Another relevant example is Max/MSP [6] which offers
users a dataflow architecture [9] to create interactive audio
and video exhibits. This system does not include common
functionality for game development, and is rarely used for
that purpose.
REDWIRE INTERNALS

The goal of RedWire is to let developers remix games in a
simple (in Rich Hickey’s sense) and visual way, within the
browser. We are targeting existing game and web
developers who are accustomed to imperative programming
languages. We decided to build RedWire as a functional
framework that executes small blocks of imperative code in
a manner that isolates, or “sandboxes”, them from directly
modifying state. In order to explain both the goals and
operation of this novel approach to developers, we chose to
compare it to a common prototyping tool used in
electronics, the breadboard. Following the electronics

metaphor, a RedWire game is made of components called
chips that are connected to each other on a board. A chip
communicates with the rest of the game via its pins. The
chip only has access to the values provided via its pins, and
cannot store its own state.
In order to avoid the “visual spaghetti” that plagues large
graphs, the user doesn’t wire chips directly to one another,
but to shared buffers. There are two kinds of buffers. The
memory buffer stores “plain-old data”, which allows the
user to store state and hook up chips to one another. The IO
buffers enable the purely functional system of chips to
interact with the outside world. For example, there is a
keyboard IO buffer that provides the list of keyboard keys
that are currently pressed down, and a mouse IO buffer that
gives the current mouse position. There are also output IO
buffers such as the canvas buffer that draws the list of
provided shapes to the screen.
USER JOURNEY

When a user finds a game that she would like to remix, she
“forks” the game to create her own identical copy. Similar
to other live coding environments, the user can keep the
game playing while they make changes. Inspired by Brett
Victor’s work [10], RedWire supports “recording”. When
the user toggles the recording button and then presses play,
RedWire memorizes all the data generated by the input IO
services. This includes all input from the player, such as
mouse movements, clicks, and keyboard presses. After
stopping the recording, any changes the user makes can be
retroactively applied to the recording, so that the user can
directly see the results of the changes without having to
play the game again.
Another feature that allows the user to experiment with the
game is muting. When a user mutes a chip, it is temporarily
deactivated. This draws from the strengths of the RedWire
architecture, which ensures that muting the chip does not
prevent the rest of the game from functioning.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented RedWire, a new game
engine for the design and creation of games. RedWire is the
first game engine to adopt an architecture specifically
designed for re-mixing and mash-ups. The engine provides
researchers with an easy way of sharing games and creating
variations of games for comparative study. With further
development work, we predict that RedWire will be a
useful tool for creating research games. In future work, we
will add a number of features to help designers share code
across games. We will also integrate advanced metrics,
remote game recording, and multiplayer capabilities.
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HACKDAY EXAMPLE

Earlier this year at the Citizen Cyberscience Summit 2014
we included Redwire as a hack day challenge. The person
that completed the challenge created a game that he called
“Shoot sleeping computers and earn professor hats.”
The creator of the re-mixed game had little programming
experience. He created this game by re-mixing an existing
game called “Stupendous Side Scrolling Space Shooter”.
Instead of a space ship shooting asteroids, he changed the
images so that the player is shooting un-used computer
cycles. He added a point system consisting of “professor
hat” badges that are won by destroying the spare computer
cycles. He explained that his idea was to illustrate the idea
of volunteer computing, where volunteers donate their spare
computer processing power to be used in scientific
research. This example illustrates the potential of Redwire
for the design and creation of games.
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